
   Increased dispensing output

   Improved inventory control and cost savings

   Advanced medicines management

   Systems design and consulting

Robotic Dispensing  
Machines
Driving down costs, driving up patient care



What is Omnicell?
At Omnicell we invest in technology to make life better and safer for your patients. 
We’ve got more than 15 years’ experience in designing, manufacturirg, installing and 
maintaining automated pharmacy dispensing systems. That means we are the perfect 
partner to guide you through a smooth and efficient transition when it comes to 
automating your hospital or retail pharmacy.

Omnicell system Dispensing Technology Suitable for

Medimat Chaotic
Slow to medium moving 
inventory

Speed-box Channel Fast moving inventory

Robomat
Channel and  
chaotic combination

Optimal performance  
with all inventory

“We have completely changed the way we have worked - within 
weeks of installing the robot we were able to get at least 10% more 
staff time on wards.” 
Gill Honeywell - St Mary’s Hospital, Isle of Wight

About our systems
Reduced inventories, reduced storage areas and 
reduced handling costs are just a few examples of 
the numerous benefits an automated pharmacy 
dispensing system has to offer. However 
automation alone will not guarantee your success, 
you need a system that matches your individual 
requirements.

Omnicell’s sophisticated modular systems are 
German engineered and can be adjusted to 
perfectly match the individual needs of your 
pharmacy. Meeting all the needs of modern and 
hospital pharmacies and fully complying with the 
latest medical practices in prescribing drugs, our 
systems are designed to eliminate interfacing 
issues experienced by many other robots.

Our bespoke systems offer maximum automation 
with minimum manual input and can fit into any 
space or area in a pharmacy. Our design team will 
assist in determining the best place for your robot. 
The modular approach means we can create a 
number of solutions in varying combinations.



Key Features  
and benefits

     Fastest and most flexible picking and 
restocking solution on the market.

     The only solution to allow you to combine 
channel picking, chaotic storage and arm 
picking in the same system.

     Can pick a different line in 3-4 seconds.

     Restocking capacity is largest on the market.

     Combined channel and arm picking system 
ensures the solution does not require 
double robotic arms which can impact 
picking times.

     Designed to reduce wear and tear, 
increasing the lifespan of the system.

     Safer, quicker and more efficient dispensing 
with fewer errors.

     Improved inventory control and savings.

     More time to interact with customers or 
patients.

     Reliable, automated work process that 
increases dispensary output 24/7.

     Optimum use of space in the pharmacy.

     A less hectic, more organised dispensing 
environment.

“The system is well built, reliable 
and has very little downtime.  
It has undoubtedly improved the 
service we can offer by making 
it quicker and more efficient.”
Nicola Holt, Royal Brompton Hospital



Medimat
The Medimat can dispense up to 300 packs per hour.

Specifications:
Length: Custom made from 3.75m up to 
17 metres in 0.05m increments

Width: 1.31m to 1.61m

Height: Custom made from 1.65m  
up to 3.5m in 0.05m increments

Storage capacity: Up to 60,000 packs

Bar code: Supports 2D data matrix type 
GSI smart code

Ideal for slow to medium moving inventory, the 
Medimat can improve your operations using 
versatile automation and the latest technology.
It’s the ideal solution for your pharmacy if you are 
looking for a small, basic unit to begin with or a 
substantial robotic system fitted with specialised 
accessories, complete with integrated conveying 
technology. This chaotic filling system uses a fill-in-
door semi-automated restocking mechanism and 
an easy to use touch screen monitor. 



Speed-Box
With a high storage capacity and fast 
dispensing speed, the Speed-Box creates 
an efficient method of handling medicines 
so you can increase productivity and 
spend more time providing clinical-advice.
It dispenses up to 900 packs every hour. Channel 
sizes can be reconfigured automatically, making it 
easy to adapt to any changes in product lines. 

This channel filling system is ideally suited to 
fast-moving inventory and can easily handle 
high demand volumes. It uses flexible conveyor 
technology which can be adapted to meet the 
needs of any pharmacy. 

Specifications:
Height: Custom made from 1.65m up to  
2.50 metres in 0.05m increments

Width: 1.5m to 3.1m

Depth: 0.75m

Storage capacity: 9,000 packs

“The biggest benefit of 
automation has been the impact 
it has had on our working 
environment and dispensing 
processes. Automation has 
improved our efficiency, accuracy 
and safety. With most of our stock 
now being stored and picked by 
the robot, the dispensary imparts 
a feeling of calm and efficiency. 
Smooth workflow systems have 
resulted in an improvement in 
turnaround times and a reduction 
in picking errors.” 

Jan Groves, St James Hospital - Gledhow Wing



Fill-in-Box
Our Fill-in-Box is an automated hopper filling 
system that can be used along with our 
Medimat or Speed-Box system.
Simply tip the medicine packs into the hopper and they 
will be processed at an impressive rate of 300 packs an 
hour. The Fill-in-Box has been engineered to easily sort 
bulk deliveries and has an input conveyor with a loading 
capacity of up to 4,000 packs. Because the system is 
fully automated it takes away the need for manual pack 
handling for you and your team, improving productivity.

Robomat
Made up of our Medimat and Speed Box, the Robomat will 
provide you with greater efficiency than you ever thought 
possible. With a dispensing speed of 1,200 items picks per hour, 
Robomat provides optimum automation for your slow, medium 
and fast moving lines, by combining automated and manual 
restocking.

A Medimat unit can be integrated with up to three Speed-Box 
systems, to provide a complete solution for dispensing. With 
this setup, the Medimat provides a fully automatic load for 
both units, but the two devices operate 
independently for picking.

    Combines the advantages of a 
chaotic system with the power 
and speed of a channel system.

    Complete solution for dispensing 
slow, medium, fast movinglines.

    Simultaneous loading and 
dispensing.
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Terminal
Our newly designed terminal combines 
the latest technology with user-friendly 
features.

     Space saving design

     Enables simultaneous view of dispensing  
chute and Fill-in-Door.

      Intuitive touch screen interface.

     Energy efficient controls with standby  
mode provides ready access.

System & Design 
Implementation
We don’t just sell you a system. 
Our experienced sales and project teams work 
closely with you to ensure you have the right 
systems in the right locations and to ensure the 
system is easy to use and effective. This means 
you can achieve the most from your system and 
maximize your return on investment.

Service & support
We are committed to being your long 
term partner and once your robotic 
dispensing system is live we provide you 
with comprehensive service and support.
We offer 24/7/365 telephone support and have a 
network of engineers across the UK who can be 
onsite within hours. In addition, each customer will 
have a named Account Manager who is there for 
general advice and to help you get the most out 
of the system.



Tel: 0161 413 5333  
Fax: 0161 775 6658  
Email: automationsalesuk@omnicell.com  
www.omnicell.co.uk
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Call us today for more information and to arrange 
a free survey of your hospital or department.


